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Guidelines 

Which Voluntary Organizations are Eligible? 

Those Voluntary Organizations that are registered and ‘compliant’ 

with the Commissioner of Volunteering. Each Voluntary 

Organization may have up to one exhibition per 

calendar year dedicated to it. 

Who is eligible to exhibit? 

Any visual artist may exhibit pieces of art, from painting, 

sculpture, installations, photography and other approved media. 
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The Malta Council for the Voluntary Sector (MCVS) is launching 

an initiative to assist Voluntary Organizations in an awareness-

raising initiative on the organization as well as fundraising.  

For this purpose, Voluntary Organizations are invited to invite 

artists or photographers to exhibit their works in one of the 

Volunteer Centers in Valletta or Rabat, Malta. The commission 

of the artist or photographer goes to the same Voluntary 

Organizations. 



  

 

 

 
mcvs.misw@gov.mt Payments and contributions 

Each Artist must pay a contribution of € 250 to the Malta Council for the 

Voluntary Sector which goes to the Volunteer Fund managed by the 

same MCVS. 

Each Artist must contribute at least 15% on the sale of each piece of art 

sold during the exhibition to the selected Voluntary Organization. 

The Artist may choose to contribute a ‘commission’ higher than 15%.

 
Managing the Exhibitions 

The exhibitions are led by the Malta Council for the Voluntary Sector 

which through a Coordinating Board will accept requests and select the 

artists who will exhibit. The purpose of the Board is to present high 

level art while encouraging new artists. 

This initiative will be carried out in collaboration with experts coming 

from the Art Sector who shall assist in the coordination of the artists, 

the role of curators of the exhibitions and assist in the promotion of the 

same exhibitions.  

Both Voluntary Organizations and Artists can take the initiative and 

contact MCVS to put on an exhibition according to the time available. 

Artists who do not have a Voluntary Organization preference will be 

assigned to an organization by the MCVS according to those 

organizations that show an interest in participating in this initiative. 

Volunteer organizations in turn can find an Artist willing to exhibit 

for them or simply show interest in being part of an available list 

so artists can choose. 

Each Artist can exhibit for a period of fifteen days.  
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The Artist and the Voluntary Organization are responsible for the 

opening during the exhibition. 

 

 

Exhibition Location 

Exhibitions can be put up in the spaces available in both the Valletta and 

Rabat, Malta Volunteer Centres. 

 

Contact 

Artists and Voluntary Organisations may contact MCVS to show interest 
in this initiative.. 
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